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Dear members
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Nigel Shrive
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Ray Marsh
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John Charrett

Liaison
Alan Rhodes

On behalf of the CPGCE Executive Committee,
I wish you all a Very Happy, Safe & Healthy
New Year.
Well it has been a very interesting year with,
shall we say, lots of happenings. You will recall
the snowstorm September 10th which led to the
first ever postponement of a technical
presentation, Dr. Bruce Pike’s “Engineering
Innovations on Brain Imaging”. It has now been
re-scheduled for April 8th 2015. We did send
out an e-mail to everyone but it was of little use
if you, like me, had no power for most of the
day. We sincerely apologize to those of you
who braved the road conditions and showed
up.
You also will have noted the lack of activity on
our website. Our resident technical guru, Rick
Marshall was able to get the website working,
albeit in a very rudimentary form. At the same
time he has been working with an external
developer on a brand new website which we
are hoping to launch just before the AGM.
We are looking for members to play an active
role in the CPGCE by joining our Executive
Committee. I am very concerned that if more
people do not step forward to serve in the
Committee, then the situation will become dire.
So if you are interested in ensuring the long
term viability of CPGCE by joining the
Committee, then prior to the AGM, please email me or any of the other Committee
members. The commitment is not that onerous,
if more of us play active roles and share the
workload.
The reason for my request for more members
to join the Committee is that during the fall, we
had further resignations from the Committee,
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namely Bob Sparrow, Adrian Dumbrava and
Dilruk Gunasekera. We thank them for their
service in the Committee. Three current
Executive Committee members have indicated
that they may not be able to serve the entire
2015 term. Also retiring at the AGM is Tom
Martin, someone who always provided us with
his insightful guidance. We will miss you,
Tom. Now our longest serving Committee
members Nigel Shrive and Bob Enever, have
also indicated that they plan to step down at the
end of 2015. They have played very active
roles in the Committee for over 20 years, and
success of the CPGCE has been largely due to
their extensive commitment of time and
knowledge.
You may have noticed that IChemE is now an
“Associate Institution”. Unfortunately in 2013,
without any prior warning or reasoning, IChemE
decided to discontinue funding the CPGCE,
despite the fact that we have currently in

excess of 40 IChem members. We submitted a
number of letters to IChemE justifying their
funding to the CPGCE but received no
response. Then late last year they replied that
they would review it but very soon afterwards
they advised us that they were disinterested in
funding the CPGCE.
Last year the CPGCE was active in a couple of
external events both organized by the IET.
The CPGCE provided 3 judges at the IET’s
“Projects Around The World” (PATW) Prairies
Region competition which was won by Connor
Scheu with his presentation “To The Ends of
The Earth – Ocean Science of the Antarctic”.
The runner-up was Aymn Shamsuldin’s
“Introduction to SAGD”. Both Connor and Aymn
will deliver their respective presentations at the
March 11th 2015 Technical Presentation.
Our Vice-Chair Peter Gibby and the IET
“Country Rep” Ray Marsh attended the IET
Community Volunteers Conference in San
Francisco. From all accounts, CPGCE’s model
and level of engagement both by members and
non-members at technical presentations, is
amongst the highest of the IET North American
communities. So the CPGCE is easily able to
justify its existence (and budget) to the UK
institutions and but to sustain it, we do need
more members to come forward to play more
active roles by joining the Executive
Committee.
Finally I hope that you and your guest are able
to join us at our AGM in Fort Calgary on
Saturday January 24th 2015. As for the
speaker, late last month I was advised that he
had a scheduling conflict. So we had to quickly
look for a replacement speaker and I am
delighted to say that the renowned Dr. Tom
Keenan, the Professor of Environmental
Design and Computer Science at the University
of Calgary has accepted our invitation. Tom
presentation is titled “Technocreep: The
Surrender of Privacy and the Capitalization
of Intimacy”. We could not have a more
topical subject than computer hacking and a
better speaker to talk about it than Tom.
All the best to you for the New Year and we
hope to see you at the AGM.
Mohammed Jaffer
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2015 Annual General Meeting (AGM) and
Dinner
Fort Calgary, 750 - 9th Avenue SE,
Calgary, Alberta, T2G 5E1

at the University of Calgary, a Fellow of the
Canadian Information Processing Society and
the Canadian Defence and Foreign Affairs
Institute, and a Research Fellow of the Centre
for Military and Strategic Studies. Tom was
involved in drafting the country’s inaugural
computer crime legislation
_________
Canadian Prairies Group of Chartered
Engineers
AGM Agenda for
Saturday, January 24th, 2015, 18.30 hrs.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Saturday 24th January 2015
Meet at 6:00pm for AGM at 6.30 pm
Buffet Dinner at 7.00 pm
RSVP CPGCE Secretary via
E-mail:Secretary on the website
or phone Tel.: 403 254 3315
Please confirm your attendance before 20th
January 2015 and pay a nominal fee of
$25.00 per person at the door

Approval of Agenda
Apologies for Absence
Minutes of Previous Meeting
Matters Arising from Minutes
Approval of Minutes
Chairman’s Report - Mohamed Jaffer
Treasurer’s Report- Bob Enever
Secretary’s Report - Rick Marshall
Scholarship Award - Nigel Shrive
Election of Officers for 2015
Chairman
Mohamed Jaffer
Vice Chairman Peter Gibby
Past Chairman Nigel Shrive
Treasurer
Bob Enever
Secretary
Rick Marshall
Members
Adrian Dumbrava
Gobind Khiani
Mia Jovic
Niamh Ni Chroinin
Other new members to be nominated

Our AGM after-dinner speaker is Dr Tom
Keenan as noted above by Mohammed
Jaffer.

11. Any other issues
12. Motion to close AGM
---------1- Call to take seats- MJaffer
2- Wellcome to 2015 CPGCE AGM Dinner- MJaffer
3- Presentation of Scholarship Awards- Nigel Shrive
4 -7.15pm- Dinner
5- 8.30 - 9.30 pm - Speaker
_________
At Columbia University, he received BA, M.Sc.,
MA and Ed.D. degrees in Philosophy,
Mathematics, Engineering and Education.
Currently he is a popular professor of
Environmental Design and Computer Science
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2015 SPRING TECHNICAL PROGRAMME
Engineering innovations during the past 30
years have created unprecedented windows
onto the living human brain and have
revolutionized medical care and neuroscience
research. In this presentation, Bruce will
review many of the great medical imaging
milestones during this period, discuss their
impact on basic and clinical neuroscience, and
muse about future directions
_________

All Technical Presentations are held at the
Danish Canadian Club, 727, 11th Ave. S.W.,
Calgary, AB at 7:00pm on the specified date.
Wednesday, 11th February 2014
" Improving Efficiency and Capacity whilst
Reducing Emissions" .
Roger Newnham C.Eng, F.I.Mech.E, Eur
Eng, Senior Vice President, Sales, On
Quest.

May 13, 2015
Engineering solutions for the military customer

Roger Newnham has over forty years
experience in Petroleum Refining ,and
Petrochemical Industries as a mechanical
engineer , project engineer on direct fired
process heater design, engineering and
installation.
______

General Dynamics
_________
June 10, 2015
AlbertaSat Project

Wednesday March 11, 2015

Charles Nokes B.Eng , Project Manager Alberta
Sat

University of Calgary’s Present around the
World (PATW) competition winners for 2014
(sponsored by one of our parent Institutions,
IET) will make their presentations:Introduction to SAGD
Aymn Shamsuldin
To The Ends of The Earth - Ocean Science of the
Antarctic
Connor Scheu
_________
Wednesday April 8, 2015
Engineering Innovations in Brain Imaging
Dr. Bruce Pike
Professor
of
Radiology
&
Clinical
Neurosciences,
University
of
Calgary

–
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Presentation on "Gas Hydrates and the
Influence of Climate Change" 8th Oct 2014

Becoming a problem….

The following is a summarized version of
the presentation due to limitations on file
size for emailing:-

FIERY ICE
What is it? Are there
implications for our Arctic?

In the 1930’s hydrate research entered a second phase in the 1930’s when
E.G. Hammerschmidt determined that hydrate was responsible for
plugging natural gas pipelines, especially those in cold environments.

Jocelyn L.H. Grozic
Jeffrey A. Priest
Department of Civil Engineering

Hydrate as an industrial nuisance
• Hydrate research entered a second
phase in the 1930’s when E.G.
Hammerschmidt determined that
hydrate was responsible for plugging
natural gas pipelines, especially those
in cold environments.
• For the next 40 years, research
investigated the physics of hydrates,
particularly how to inhibit hydrate
formation.

Gas Hydrate Geomechanics Group

Outline
What are gas hydrates
Why are we interested in them
What do we know about them
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Where gas hydrates are found

What are gas hydrates?

Thermal gradients
0

• crystalline solids that encapsulate natural gas
molecules in a very compact form

Depth (m)

• When released to
atmosphere one volume of
hydrate will produce over
160 volumes of methane gas
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• Gas hydrates contain twice the amount of carbon
of all other conventional reserves combined

Where do we find hydrates?
• Under the seafloor along outer continental margins
& in permafrost regions

Distribution of organic carbon in Earth reservoirs (excluding dispersed carbon in rocks & sediments). Numbers
in gigatons (1015 tons) of carbon.

An energy resource!

Why are they important?
CO2 Sequestration
Production

1. Resource
2. Geohazard
3. Climate change

=

Production

Global climate
change

1m3 of methane
gas hydrate

Detection &
Quantification

164m3 of methane gas at
STP

Estimated U.S. methane resource.
Image courtesy of N.E.T.L., U.S.A.
Formation &
Molecular science

Seafloor
stability

Pipeline
plugs

Resource
Characterization
J.L.H. Grozic, 2006

Microbiology
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Canadian reserves

A revolutionary new energy resource?

Hydrate reserves ~ 500 trillion m3
Conventional reserves ~ 11 trillion m3

• Production testing from Mallik
successfully demonstrated proofof-concept for gas production from
hydrates using depressurization
• But what about the economics, the
gas transport infrastructure, the
security of the supply, safety
considerations, environmental
jurisdictions, and community
considerations?
• And, is it feasible?

Gas Hydrates as a Geohazard

Recovery motivations
• Economic motivations

– “next generation’s source of producible domestic energy”
(Japan)
– “utmost importance to meet their growing domestic
energy needs” (India)

• Political motivations

– Vast energy reserve
– national security concerns over the reliance on imported
energy resources

• Societal motivations

– A cleaner, more environmentally friendly fossil fuel energy
source
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Submarine landslides

Climate change –Arctic
Quotes from IPCC 5th Assessment report
Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950s,
many of the observed changes are unprecedented over decades to
millennia. The atmosphere and ocean have warmed, the amounts of
snow and ice have diminished, sea level has risen, and the
concentrations of greenhouse gases have increased

Storegga submarine slides off the western Norwegian coast. A total of
5580km3 of sediment was removed with run outs of up to 800km on slopes
less than 10

Each of the last three decades has been successively warmer at the
Earth’s surface than any preceding decade since 1850 (see Figure
SPM.1). In the Northern Hemisphere, 1983–2012 was likely the
warmest 30-year period of the last 1400 years

Oceanic hydrates & climate change
Negative feedback:

Positive feedback:

Global warming

Global warming

Sea level rise

Increase of bottom water
temperature

Increase of pressure
Increased hydrate stability

Tsunamis from landslides
This figure illustrates
how the ‘Storrega
landslide created a
tsunami which
inundated coastal
waters from Scotland to
Northern Norway. The
sediment type within
the lakes and height of
these lakes were used
to estimate run-up
heights of the Tsunami

Decrease hydrate stability

Decrease of methane amount
released from gas hydrate

Increase of methane amount
released from gas hydrate

Cooling

Further warming

Hydrates & submarine slope failures
From Bondevik et al., 2005

• Dissociation of gas hydrates will induce high fluid
pressures and can ultimately result in the loss of
strength and collapse of sediments
• Circumstantial evidence supports the concept that
gas hydrate breakdown can be instrumental in
triggering and/or propagating mass movements on
the sea floor

Summary
• Hydrates are now known to exist extensively as fractured filled
veins in fine grained sediments
• Hydrates influence the strength of marine sediments, which can
be significantly reduced due to hydrate dissociation (likely with
increased global warming)
– Further research is required to understand this behavior,
especially for Arctic sediments

Gas bubbles from hydrate dissociation

– PCATS Triaxial offers the chance to get ‘insitu’ soil parameters
• The arctic is warming – fast
– Slope stability modeling needs to take into account changes in
sediment properties for hydrate-bearing fine grained
sediments
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"The experience will be one that will leave
emotional impressions that will make this a
unique experience that guests will speak out
for years after.
Gobsmacked and Visceral are descriptive
terms for the experience ."

The following presentation was made by
Dr.S. Brown on 12th Nov. 2014

This is the most exciting thing I have ever read
in an RFP (EOI). We worked hard to convince
PCL that they wanted to persue the project and
carry RJ C as design leads.

GLACIER SKYWALK
Dr. Simon Brown, P.Eng.

To convince them both we needed to come up
with a winning design concept. First things first
visit the site.

Principal, Read Jones Christoffersen

A request for an "Expression of Interest" was issued on
Septermber 1st, 2010. to three Design ,Build teams.
Read,Jones, Christofferson (RJC) managed to convince
PCL Construction Management to carry us as Design
Lead.
The EOI document was one of the most exciting we have
ever seen.
They were looking to build an exciting new destination
tourist attraction.
Absolutely stunning scale and beauty note the tiny
buses.

Δ Jasper

Δ Project Site
Δ Lake Louise
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Our Concept

Refined for the EOI Response
 30m cantilever
structure
 30m of glass
framed walkway

Refined for the EOI Response

Project Team

 Great Renderings
Prepared by
Sturgess
Architecture

Owner

Design Build Team Lead

Design Lead

Sub-Consultants

The Structural Solution

Project Layout

Primary Tension and Compression Members
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The Structural Solution

Refined for the EOI Response

Vertical Support

 Great Renderings
Prepared by
Sturgess
Architecture

The Structural Solution

We Won – Yay!!

Radial Resultants of Tension Chord

Now we have to make it work for real!
 What about unbalanced loads?
 What about wind uplift?
 Will it feel like a diving board?
 Will it be come Tacoma
Narrows II in wind?
 What else could go wrong?

It's nice to come up with these Ideas ,but its a
different game when you actually have to make
it work !
What about Pedestrian Induced Vibration?

Vibration Analysis – Using SAP Model?

The Structural Solution
Equilibrium of Forces
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What about Pedestrian Induced Vibration?

Vibration Analysis – A Simpler Approach

•
•
•

 Effective Stiffness, K, calculated from
mode shape

•

 Effective Mass, M, calculated from
modal angular frequency

Easy to understand
can hang your hat on results
Showed Accelerations that would be
closer to terrifying than a little scary.
Needed to add tuned mass dampers

 Sinusoidal driving frequency applied to
mass in direction x

x(t ) = e β t [C1 sin(γ t ) + C2 cos(γ t )]+ C3 sin((ω t ) + φ0 )

•
•
Vibration Analysis – With Tuned Mass Damper

•

2-DOF Model with Damper
Allows quick evaluation of
variation of:
 Base structure frequency
 Variation in C, c, k, m

M x1'' (t ) + (C + c )x1' (t ) − c x2' (t ) + (K + k )x1 (t ) − k x2 (t ) = 205 N sin (ω t + φ0 )

m x2'' (t ) + c x2' (t ) − c x1' (t ) + k x2 (t ) − k x1 (t ) = 0

•
•
•
•
•
•

Can model Everything
Looks Cool
Can Actually walk a person around the
structure
Takes forever to run
can only run a handful of scenarios
very limiting
Do you really trust it?
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Closed form solution of simultaneous
solution of differential equation possible
Very quick to evaluate variation in Input
parameters
Simple to check accuracy of solution
found

•
•
•

This is from the simple model
Later selected cases confirmed in the
Big SAP model under NL TH loading
with explicitly modelled damper
Peak Amplitude as a fraction of g.vs.
Driving frequency

Sadly it was eventually decided to use a
standard available damper design rather than
the custom tuned type.
Wind Induced Vibration
We knew the structure was both light and
relatively flexible, neither of these are good
characteristics when exposed to wind.
Therefore we retained RWDI to undertake
numeric evaluation of the structure behaviour.
RWDI identified both flutter and gallop as
potential issues:Flutter is an unstable twisting motion.
Gallop is like sending a wave down a skipping
rope. Both are potential collapse mechanism
and must be addressed. Varying mass or
stiffness ,to change frequency , not an option
for this structure. Therefore we needed to look
at changes to the cross sectional shape of the
structure.

Wind Tunnel Testing by RWDI

The stiffness and mass distribution was
modelled, cross section geometry modelled,
plan curvature not modelled.
Strategies to change the cross section
geometry explored to mitigate flutter and gallop
concerns. We were of course very concerned
as to what this might mean.
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The Sunwapta Valley below

Configuration 9 was the one used with the
deflector made of glass

Really does blend into the surrounding area,
does not spoil the view. Weathering steel fits
the colour pallet of surrounding.
---------------------------------------

------------------------------------------
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IET CVC Americas November 2014
Conference Report

- Whilst not stated explicitly in proceedings, it seems
clear that in some quarters IET leaders would like to
become the consolidator of engineering institutions in the
UK and become the single engineering institution. The
tone and nature of the presentations at times came
across as very business development orientated with
growth targets, performance metric and KPIs. In concert
with this, IET self adopted terms of reference on the
purpose of their organization are silent in the matter of
engineering disciplines. Against this it was clear from
discussions that quite a number of IET members in the
SF gathering were not on board with the plot and are
uncomfortable with chasing the numbers and disciplines.
If this view is representative of wider membership, then
a tempering of IET strategy and approach can be
expected.

1. Introduction
This report provides an overview of proceedings at the
IET 2014 Americas Community Volunteers Committee
(CVC) Conference held in San Francisco on November
15 and 16, 2014. Attendees from CPGCE were Peter
Gibby (Vice Chair) and Ray Marsh (IET Canadian
Prairies Representative and CPGCE committee
member). Attendees at the meeting were IET staff
members from the U.K., representatives from number of
regions in Canada, the USA, Bermuda and Trinidad &
Tobago, organizers of the Present Across The World
(PATW) competition and Global Challenge event.
President Elect of IET (Naomi Climer) also attended in
her capacity as one of the IET representatives for
Southern California. In all, about 42 people attended the
event.

- IET are aware of CPGCE and our funding arrangement.
They seem comfortable / neutral with how this works.
They did mention reporting and gave an impression that
we could/ should do more to report to them what we do.
(We should take this up at CPGCE committee to test
and establish what we do, since it is likely that IET are
not alone in this requirement).

A full copy of materials provided will be made available to
CPGCE members via the CPGCE website once the
website is fully operational.
2. Day 1 - Morning

- The IET central support group have developed a lot of
tools to support local organizations and can provide
significant support to help. In addition "event funding"
may be made available on request if properly
substantiated. Tools are available online and help is
available from the IET central team in the UK. They
were present at the San Francisco event and seemed
very capable and motivated to help any local
organization.

The Day 1 morning agenda included presentations on
IET overall strategy and separately, an introduction to the
centrally available organization and support for local
networks. Key points arising:
- IET is financially very strong with significant cash
reserves. The main source of income comes from
publishing. This income stream is seen as being under
threat and efforts are underway by the IET to strengthen
their offer in the publishing (online) arena. If these
recovery efforts are not successful there is significant risk
to the future financial wellbeing (and viability) of the
organization. Membership fees will be insufficient to
keep the venture alive.

3. Day 1 - Afternoon
The afternoon of Day 1 was spent in a number of
breakout sessions aimed at engaging and enrolling local
organization to deliver IET strategy. These sessions
were of mixed success inasmuch that outcomes were
somewhat muddled and not clear. Discussions did
provide an excellent opportunity to network and hear how
IET local organizations are working. Key take always:

- IET has ambitions to grow significantly. Growth in IET
membership in China and India are viewed as critical to
the future viability of the organization. China because of
publishing revenues and India from membership
revenues. Thus the UK, China and India form the key
elements of where IET see their future. In this broader
context, Americas are seen more in the light of "steward"
rather than grow. Strategically, IET do not see
themselves applying much effort to grow in the Americas.

- IET local organizations all face similar challenges to
CPGCE. Issues such as build/ maintain critical mass,
demographics, knowing who the members are,
consensus on purpose/ "offer" are all topics that came
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the current structure renders the IET council somewhat
ineffective in its role. The proposed changes need to be
voted in by membership and approved by the
Engineering Council.

up. Similarly struggles with attracting younger members,
supporting the professional exam locally are also
common themes.
- The CPGCE model probably offers the most effective
way for IET and other institutions to be relevant in an
overseas setting where membership numbers of
individual institutions are low. That said, this notion was
not picked up on to any great extent by attendees. They
seemed to be content with not much cross institution
collaboration.
- The IET PATW competition seems to be a very
successful way to engage interest in younger engineers.
The soon to be launched Global Challenge also offers
considerable potential to do same. Organizers for this
exist in the Calgary area and we have an opportunity to
engage more fully with them. I think we should
encourage participation by one or more of the contacts to
become committee members. (IET members in the
Calgary area are Emily Hicks, Brendan Gillies and Ryan
Going. Emily has presented at CPGCE once as part of
the UoC presentation on tailings water treatment. Ryan
is supposed to be the CPGCE local “tag” to the IET
committee for the Americas. Ryan unfortunately cannot
attend any Wednesday event since he is away in Ft.
McMurray each week for work. Emily, Ryan and Brendan
know Mia. I suggested to them that they are welcome to
come to our meetings and that we will be electing
committee members in January).
- As the afternoon wore on, it became very evident that
there is a large untapped opportunity for the regional
institutions, and representatives to collaborate together
within and between regions and be more successful
jointly and separately. We have a head start in CPGCE
and I think we should ask ourselves if more could be
done. Collectively we have similar aims and face similar
challenges. There seems little point in duplicating efforts.

Later in the morning discussions were held regarding
"marketing" the local networks. One interesting slide
was shown which illustrated members organizations in
Southern California. It would be interesting to depict
same for CPGCE membership (ie who do we work for).
Separately, the Toronto organization gave an overview
of how they work. To some extent it was a repeat of
what was said the prior day (struggles with knowing
membership in the region, who is signed up to the local
organization, worry about contacting them and so on).
No one mentioned buying a new projector and I must
admit I left the event wondering if is just us with this
nagging worry.
Overall though, a very good and well organized event.
We have a lot of opportunity to build synergy through
working with the other local organizations.
CPGCE Executive as of January 2015
Mohammed Jaffer- Chairman
Peter GibbyVice Chairman
Rick MarshallSecretary
Robert EneverTreasurer
David Dean Member
Mia JovicMember
Tom MartinMember
Robert SaltMember
Nigel ShrivePast Chairman
Mario MicallefMember
Ray MarshMember Newsletter

4 Day 2 - Morning
IET President Elect outlined pending changes to the IET
Governance Structure. In simple terms it is being
proposed to elevate to IET council sub committee status
the committee that oversees the regions. Council
membership will be reduced to around 30 and Council
Members will participate in at least one of the three main
sub commitees. (IET council reports to the IET
Trustees). Rationale for the change has arisen because
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